GEAR GUIDE

Our story...

As brothers growing up in Vermont we spent much of our free time exploring the woods, hiking,
canoeing, camping, and skiing; usually with the many family dogs we had over the years. Our adventures
with our dogs are part of our best memories. In fact, Kitter’s Plott Hound, Zelda, spurred the
creation of Kurgo.
On car trips, Zelda often tried to nudge her way into the front seat. On one trip, a short stop
threw her to the floor where she ended up tangled in the car pedals. This inspired Kurgo’s
first product, the Backseat Barrier™. Now she’d be safe in the backseat, and we’d be safe in
the front. We designed the Backseat Barrier – like all Kurgo products – because we saw a need.
That’s why we craft products that are long on usefulness and quality, and short on frivolity.

In our Gear Guide, we hope our story and products inspire you to hit the road with your dog
and explore the outdoors. We would love to hear about your favorite adventures together, and
encourage you to post photos on our Facebook page, tag us in an Instagram post, or drop us
an email.
Our dogs continue to be a central part of our lives as our families and our business grows.
Zelda is gone but we have new family dogs, plus a pack of Kurgo office dogs, that inspire us
every day. And, at its heart, that’s what Kurgo is all about: Innovating great products that help
people and their dogs explore the world together.
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DURABILITY & QUALITY FOR LIFE.
We craft our products for purpose and durability, and we take our work very personally. As dog owners
ourselves, we share the love our customers have for their pets. All Kurgo products are designed to ensure
your dog’s safety and comfort. That is why we never create a product unless we think it solves a real
problem or need, or is a major improvement on what’s out on the market. We back up all of our products
with a Lifetime Warranty.

Idea - Concept - Prototype
From early concept to creating in-house prototypes and
finally production - Kurgo’s product designers are always working
on innovative solutions that make it easier for you and your dog
to get out together.

Production and Testing
All Kurgo products are thoroughly tested before they ever hit the
market. We rely on our product testers to use and report on our
newest products. For car safety products, like harnesses, we crash
test each before we sell them to customers.

Listen to the Customer
Even with all the testing we do, ultimately it’s our customers that
give us our best feedback (good and bad!). No automated team
here - our customer service team will personally take your call or
email and make sure you are satisfied.

Back it Up
There’s nothing more frustrating than buying a product that
breaks. If, during your product’s lifetime, it does not function as
it should due to a manufacturing defect, we will repair or replace
your product free of charge. Hassle & worry free!
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TRAVEL & SAFETY
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Gear to keep them safe for distraction-free driving.

ENHANCED STRENGTH
TRU-FIT SMART HARNESS™
The Enhanced Strength Tru-Fit Smart
Harness design is based on the engineering
used for rock climbing harnesses and
features all steel nesting buckles. It’s
built for car safety but can be used as an
everyday walking harness as well.
• Crash tested for dogs up to 75lbs at an
accredited National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration facility
• Included 10” seatbelt tether works with
any car seatbelt system
• Five adjustment points for a perfect fit
• Comfortable enough to be used as
a walking harness
Black
XS #01255, S #01256, M #01257, L #01258, XL #01259
CRASH

TESTED
AUTO ZIP LINE™
The Auto Zip Line’s sturdy web strap
simply attaches to any two fixed points
creating a tether run for the dog. The zip
line keeps them out of the front seat and
prevents them from jumping from the
vehicle when the door is opened.
• Can be installed in the cargo area, between two
seatbelts or between the ceiling handles
• Package includes both zip line and tether
• Recommended for use with the Enhanced 		
Strength Tru-Fit Smart Harness
Black / Orange #00032

BUCKLE UP

CHOOSING THE
RIGHT RESTRAINT
Distracted driving causes thousands of
accidents each year and unrestrained
pets are a leading contributor. Only 16% of
people restrain their pet while traveling in the
car despite 83% reporting that they know it
would be safer if they did.*
Recognizing that not all solutions work for all
dogs, Kurgo provides a variety of products
to reduce distracted driving. Each product
displays a clear badge indicating its use and
level of effectiveness.
*AAA/Kurgo Study

BUCKLE UP

REDUCE S
DRIV ER
DISTRACTION
HARNESS
RESTRAINT

CRASH

TESTED

Products displaying this badge integrate with a vehicle seatbelt system
to secure the product in place and restrain your pet. By restricting
your dog’s movement, the product keeps him off of your lap or out of
the front seat and prevents distracted driving.

These products prevent dogs from getting into the front seat where
they can interfere with the driver and cause distracted driving
accidents. They do this either as a physical barrier to the front seat or
as a restraint to keep pets from roaming around the car.

All products displaying this badge have been crashed tested at an
accredited National Highway Safety Administration facility. They
have been dynamically or sled tested using the Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety (FMVSS) 213 standards used for child restraint systems.
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DIRECT TO SEATBELT TETHER™
There’s no need to undo the seat belt
every time your dog gets in or out. Simply
click the Direct to Seatbelt Tether into
the female slot of a seatbelt then attach
carabiner to your dog’s harness.
• Universal fit for most vehicles
(incompatible with Volvo, not recommended for
F-Series Ford trucks)
• Tether extends from 15” to 22” for a broader
range of movement
• No need to undo seatbelt every time your dog
gets in the vehicle
Black / Orange #01244
Black / Coastal Blue # 01965

BUCKLE UP

SEATBELT TETHER™
More than one car? You could use an extra
seatbelt tether.
• Seatbelt loop measures 10”
• Installs quickly and easily
Black / Blue #01187

BUCKLE UP

BACKSEAT BARRIER™
Made with durable fabric and steel
support bars the Backseat Barrier attaches
to the back of your front seats, creating
a soft wall between you and your dog
by blocking the space above your center
console keeping you distraction free while
driving.
• Protects dog from launching into the front
on short stops
• Universal fit for most vehicles
• Simple installation and removal
• Made of durable fabric and steel support bars
Black #00006
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SKYBOX BOOSTER SEAT™
Kurgo’s Skybox Booster seat provides a
safe, elevated place for your small dog to
get a clear view of the road and keeps you
distraction free while driving.
•
•
•
•

Holds up to 30lbs
12”(D) x 16”(W) x 8”(H)
Secures to any bucket seat in your car
Recommend for use with the Enhanced
Strength Tru-Fit Smart Harness
• Machine washable padded liner
Black / Orange #00044

BUCKLE UP

HEATHER BOOSTER SEAT™
Give your dog his own comfortable car
seat where he can see out the window
with the stylish, heathered fabric version
of our award-winning booster seat. The
Heather Booster gets your dog off your
lap so he can’t interfere with your driving.
•
•
•
•

Holds up to 30lbs
12”(D) x 16”(W) x 8”(H)
Secures to any bucket seat in your car
Recommend for use with the Enhanced
Strength Tru-Fit Smart Harness
• Machine washable padded liner
Grey #01724
Nutmeg #01601

BUCKLE UP

ROVER BOOSTER SEAT™
The Rover Booster SeatTM for dogs
gives your pup his own comfortable car
seat where he can see out the window
and enjoy the ride. Installs quickly and
securely to any bucket seat.
• Holds up to 30lb dog
• Dimensions: 12D x 16W x 8H
• Recommended for use with
the Kurgo Tru-Fit Smart Harness
• Machine washable liner
• Installs on any bucket seat
#01144

BUCKLE UP
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CAR SEAT PROTECTION
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Maximum protection and comfort for travel.

CO-PILOT BUCKET
SEAT COVER™
Protect any bucket seat with this cover
that goes over the top and fits like a glove.
The Co-Pilot’s full coverage also protects
the back of the seat from muddy paws or
children’s feet.
• Waterproof, stain-resistant
and machine washable
• Fits seats 17-21”(W) x 60”(H) from the top of
headrest to the bottom seat edge
• Not recommended for seats with integrated
side air bags
Black #01190

CAR DOOR GUARD™
These easy to install car door covers
provide universal coverage and are
adjustable. They attach with simple tabs
that slide between your window and door
panel. Your dog can enjoy the view and
your doors remain safe from slobber and
scratches.
• Waterproof, stain-resistant and
machine washable
• Universal fit with adjustable width from 23”-29”
• Large storage pocket
• Includes two door guards
Black #01158

INCLUDES

DOOR

GUARDS

CARGO CAPE™
The Cargo Cape protects your interior, has
multiple attachment areas to keep it from
sliding around and provides a comfortable
and stable spot for your dog to ride. Piped
edges keep dirt and water from rolling off
cover onto carpeting.
• Waterproof, stain-resistant
and machine washable
• 52”(W) and 62”(L)
• Waterproof Rufftex™ bumper guard can be
stored up or folded down and has reflective trim
• Cape has a split zipper to accommodate seats
that are either up or folded down
Charcoal #01730
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WANDER BENCH SEAT COVER™
Keep your seats clean and dry even with
the dirtiest of dogs. With double-stitched
seams and piped edges, this bench seat
cover hangs tough. Seven attachment
points keep it from sliding around like
other seat covers.
• Waterproof, stain resistant
and machine washable
• Fits bench seats up to 55”(W)
• Hook and loop openings allow use of seatbelts,
pet restraints, and child car seat latches
• Two large pockets for extra storage
Black #01189
Charcoal #01268

HEATHER BENCH SEAT COVER™
Update the look of, and protect your car
interior with our stylish heather pattern.
Double-stitched seams provide for longer
wear and piped edges contain dirt. Seven
attachment points keep it from sliding
around like other seat covers.
• Waterproof, stain resistant
and machine washable
• Fits bench seats up to 55”(W)
• Hook and loop openings allow use of seatbelts,
pet restraints, and child car seat latches
• Two large pockets for extra storage
Grey #01600

LOFT BENCH SEAT COVER™
Made of Microtomic™ ripstop material with
polytech fill, the Loft Bench Seat Cover is
designed to take some abuse but still create
a cozy spot for any tuckered-out dog. Fully
reversible and five attachment points give
this cover a custom fit and style.
• Water-resistant and machine washable
• Fits bench seats up to 55” (W)
• Zippered openings allow use of seatbelts,
pet restraints, and child car seat latches
• Fully reversible
Coastal Blue / Charcoal #01400

REVERSIBLE
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WANDER HAMMOCK™
The Wander Hammock hangs between the
front and back seats, blocking your dog’s
access to the front seat keeping him safely
in the back seat. With eight attachment
points, you can get a secure fit without
any sliding.
• Waterproof, stain resistant
and machine washable
• 55”(W) x 56”(L)
• Hook and loop openings allow use of seatbelts,
pet restraints, and child car seat latches
• Center zipper accommodates passengers
Black #00030
Charcoal #01188

HEATHER HAMMOCK™
Bring style and protection to your car’s
interior. The hammock hangs between the
front and back seats, blocking your dog
from getting into the front seat. With eight
attachment points it stays in place and is
easy to clean.
• Waterproof, stain resistant
and machine washable
• 55”(W) x 56”(L)
• Hook and loop openings allow use of seatbelts,
pet restraints, and child car seat latches
• Center zipper accommodates passengers
Grey #01598

LOFT HAMMOCK™
Made of Microtomic™ ripstop material
with polytech fill, the Loft Hammock is
designed to take some abuse but still create
a cozy spot for any tuckered-out dog. Fully
reversible and six attachment points give
this cover a custom fit and style.
• Water-resistant and machine washable
• 55”(W) x 56”(L)
• Zippered openings allow use of seatbelts, pet
restraints, and child car seat latches
• Fully reversible
Coastal Blue / Charcoal #01401

REVERSIBLE
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OUTDOOR

Making it easy to enjoy all your outdoor activities together.
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G-TRAIN K9 PACK™

w

• Holds dog up to 25 pounds
• 13” (W) x 21” (H) x 10” (D)
• ArmorsoleTM bottom is waterproof, muck proof,
and wipes clean
• Lightweight, rugged, ripstop outer
• Interior swivel tether latches onto any harness
to keep your dog secure
• Removable, machine-washable interior pad
• Separate, padded laptop/tablet compartment
• Top and front grab handles
• Suspended mesh ventilated back panel
• Front and side ventilated mesh

ay shoulder st
rap
aw

s

Sto

The G-Train K9 Pack is an urban to trail
and everything in-between carrier. The
technical pack-inspired design is made
tough with durable fabrics to handle your
long hikes and is comfortable enough for
your daily commute.

Barn Red / Chili Red #01909

so it
can lay flat

LOFT JACKET™
Fully reversible and made with a rugged
Microtomic™ ripstop and 140gsm of
polytech fill. Zippered opening to access
your dog’s harness or leash attachment.
• Water-resistant and machine washable
• Reflective piping for visibility
Coastal Blue / Orange
XS #01316, S #01317, M #01318, L #01319, XL #01320
Chili Red / Dark Charcoal
XS #01500, S #01501, M #01502, L #01503, XL #01504
Ink Blue / Seaglass
XS #01838, S #01785, M #01744, L #01745, XL #01746

REVERSIBLE

#kurgotogether
@kurgo

@KurgoProducts

A Product shown is the Loft Coat in color Coastal Blue / Orange.
B Product shown is the G-Train K9 Pack in color Barn Red / Chili Red.
C Product shown is the Baxter Pack in color Chili Red.

A
Photo by @mycaninelife

B
Photo by @palmettomoonpointers

C
Photo by @endeavorsofego
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JOURNEY AIR™
Tough enough to crest a mountain,
comfortable enough to wear on daily walks
and light enough for even the longest
adventures, the Journey Air Harness
lives up to its name. Perfect for running,
hiking and walking the harness features
lots of padding and lightweight, rust-proof
aluminum hardware.
•
•
•
•
•

4 points of adjustment for a near custom fit
Reflective trim
Broad, padded chest plate for comfort
Back handle to extract or assist dogs
Back leash attachment

Black
XS #01942, S #01943, M #01944, L #01945, XL #01946

QUANTUM LEASH™
The Quantum Leash is an award-winning,
versatile dog lead that converts into 6
different styles. With a simple carabiner
adjustment, this leash easily switches
styles depending on your activity.
• Fully extended is a 6’ leash and can
be adjusted down to a 3’ training leash
• Hands-free over the shoulder courier style
(great for hiking)
• Hands-free around the waist
(great for running or hiking)
• Double dog walker
Red / Blue #01132
Black / Orange #01131
Coastal Blue #01350

BAXTER PACK™
The Baxter Pack is lightweight, tough, and
has eight points of adjustment to get a
perfect fit. It includes a rear-mounted leash
hook and has an ergonomic padded spine
support that contours to the dog’s back for
a comfortable fit and weight distribution
for the two saddlebags.
•
•
•
•

The Baxter is for dogs 30-85 pounds
The Big Baxter is for dogs 50-110 pounds
Baxter capacity 3.75L / Big Baxter capacity 7.5L
Four reflective trim strips provide
increased safety
• Rear mounted leash hook for added control
Chili Red
Baxter #01585
Big Baxter 01586
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KIBBLE CARRIER™
Modeled after river dry bags, the carrier top
rolls down and clips securely to keep food
fresh and contained, whether packing for a
week or a weekend. The bottom of the bag
features a convenient opening that fits a
Collaps-A-Bowl (not included).
• Machine washable
• Zippered side pocket is perfect for treats or any
small extras
• Constructed of durable
400D hex-weave material
• Bag holds 5lbs of dry food
• PVC and BPA free
Chili Red #01671

GO STUFF IT TREAT BAG™
Our treat bag was designed with the trainer
in mind. Wide mouth opening for easy
access, drawstring closure to secure
treats fast–even an extra pocket for keys,
a whistle or poop bags! The lightweight
fabric and double-stitched seams offer
complementary strength & style.
• Machine washable
• Wide 4.5-inch opening
• Extra zip-pocket for storage
Coastal Blue #01672

ZIPPY BOWL™
The Zippy Bowl folds in half and zips closed
making it easy and convenient to tuck away
in your pocket or pack. Just unzip for an
instant pet travel bowl for food or water.
•
•
•
•

Waterproof and machine washable
Holds 48 fl oz
PVC and BPA free
Includes convenient carabiner

Coastal Blue #01549
Chili Red #01559
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KURGO CATEGORY SETS
Kurgo’s wide variety of products make it easy to define specialty sections. From travel to outdoor
to running and hydration...let us help you design a display for your store.

RUNNING

HIKING

1 METER DISPLAY

1/2 METER DISPLAY
Tru-Fit Smart
Harness

Wander Bench
Seat Cover

Page 10

Page 5

Page 10

Heather
Hammock

Auto Zip Line

Wander
Hammock

Page 11

Direct to Seatbelt
Tether

Tru-Fit Smart
Harness

Co-Pilot Bucket
Seat Cover

Heather Bench
Seat Cover

Page 5

Page 9

Seatbelt Tether

Cargo Cape

Page 6

Page 9

Direct to
Seatbelt Tether

Backseat Barrier

Page 6

Zippy Bowl

Journey Air
Harness
Page 14

Auto Zip Line
Page 5

Car Door Guard

Page 6
Page 15

Quantum Leash
Page 14

Heather
Booster Seat
Page 7

Page 9
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Skybox
Booster Seat
Page 7

Wander Bench
Seat Cover
Page 10

Wander
Hammock
Page 11

Page 5

Page 6

Backseat Barrier

Page 11

Skybox
Booster Seat
Page 7

Page 6

Quantum Leash

Car Door Guard

Page 14

Page 9

KURGO IMAGE LIBRARY KURGO.ZENFOLIO.COM
Our image library is your resource for all of your photography needs. On this website we provide everything from Kurgo
logos and lifestyle images to product photography and how-to videos!

LIFESTYLE PHOTOS

PRODUCT PHOTOS

KURGO LOGOS

KURGO OFFICE DESIGN

HOW-TO PRODUCT VIDEOS

TIPS & TRICKS VIDEOS

SIZING - HOW TO MEASURE A DOG FOR THE RIGHT FIT
Dogs come in all shapes and sizes, so to ensure that your
dog’s gear fits properly, we recommend getting your dogs
measurements.
1
3

2

There are three measurements you need when fitting your dog:
1. Upper Neck (for collars and bandanas). Wrap a tape measure 		
around the upper part of your dog’s neck.
2. Lower Neck (for coats and harnesses). Wrap a tape measure
around the thickest part of your dog’s neck. It should be a bit 		
lower than where their collar usually sits.
3. Chest. Wrap a tape measure around the thickest part of your 		
dog’s torso. This is usually right behind the dog’s front legs.

If your dog’s measurements fall in between two sizes, it’s better to size up to ensure that they are comfortable.
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CONTACTS
Kurgo European Sales
Manager
Lionel Arous
+33 6 95 21 44 91
kurgoeurope@gmail.com
International Business
Manager
Territory: France, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Belgium
Stephane Checa
0033 672 387510
scheca@petsafe.net

International Business
Manager
Territory: Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Netherlands
Stephan Thomeczek
0049157 58168815
sthomeczek@petsafe.net
International Business
Manager
Territory: UK
Stuart McCulloch
00447703 718793
smcculloch@petsafe.net

International Business
Manager
Territory: ECommerce
Erkin Gozutok
00447748 521772
Egozutok@petsafe.net
International Business
Manager
Territory: Nordics
Anne Ekholm
00358 44231 5452
aekholm@petsafe.net

Sales Support Manager
Isabelle Warnock
+353426823912
iwarnock@petsafe.net
Distributor Sales Manager
Mark McDevitt
978-225-6484
mmcdevitt@kurgo.com
Vice President - Sales
Kevin Waller
978-225-6491
kwaller@kurgo.com

Terms & Conditions, MAP Guidelines, E-Commerce Policies: please visit www.kurgowholesale.com/new-accounts

NOTES
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AT KURGO, WE DESIGN INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
THAT HELP PEOPLE AND THEIR DOGS EXPLORE
THE WORLD TOGETHER.

#KURGOTOGETHER
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